


1-1. You are a college student in your final year. You have been forced by a
housing shortage to take a room eight miles from your campus. You can ride a
public bus to and from your campus; this travels at 40-minute intervals from 6 A.M.
to 8 P.M. An alternative is to buy an automobile for your transportation. If you buy a
car you expect to dispose of it at the end of the school year. What prospective cash
disbursements and receipts seem to be relevant to your decision of whether or not
to buy a car? What irreducibles do you think are important?





















creased with an increase in the value of the design variable. In this common type of
case there is presumably some value of the design variable that makes the sum of
all costs a minimum.

Wherever the variation of cost as a function of a design variable can be
expressed by an algebraic equation, it is possible to use calculus to find the value of
the design variable that results in minimum cost. Over the years an entire field of
scientific literature has developed around the simple model illustrated in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. It is referred to as inventory control theory, but it might more
properly be called economic inventory management.2

The simplest case is one in which one element of cost varies in direct propor-
tion to the variable of design, a second element of cost varies inversely as the
variable of design, and all other costs are independent of this variable. Although
minimum-cost point formulas may, of course, be developed for situations much
more complex than this, some of those that have traditionally been used by
engineers did actually deal with situations of this type. A general solution of the
pro~lem of findi~g the ~i.mum-co~t poin~ ~~ suc.h .ar.cums~nce~ foll.ows. .



~ v .
Let y = total cost and let x = the variable of design. The situation of cost

bvariation just described may be expressed by the equation y = ax + - + c
x

Taking the first derivative, we find

dy b
-=a--
dx x2

Equating this to zero, and solving for x,

x=~

This is the value of the design variable that makes cost a mininftlm.

When x = J!, the directly varying costs equal the inversely varying costs.

This fact is illustrated in Figure 10-1 and may be demonstrated as

{br:;:b b r:;:ax = a" -;; = vab; -:; = ~ = vab

The formula x = J! can be applied to different kinds of problems, but it



2The primary emphasis in this text is the presentation of the basic principles and techniques of
capital expenditure analysis. Since inventory and lot-size decisions are very complex and technical
operating decisions, it would be impossible to present a definitive exposition of the field here. However,
since the basic principles discussed in Chapter 1 apply to both types of decisions, and, as Example 10-4
illustrates, since the general formulation may be applied to investment decisions of certain types, a brief
discussion of both the advantages and disadvantages of such formulas is desirable at this point.

Most texts on production and inventory control contain extensive developments of economic
production quantity and purchase quantity models. One excellent example is G. Hadley and
T. M. Whitin, Analysis of Inventory Systems (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963).





should be obvious that certain precautions should be taken in its application. For
example, the statement that the minimum-cost point occurs when the directly
varying costs equal the inversely varying costs is not correct unless the line repre-
senting the directly varying costs goes through the origin. Also, the cost represented

by ax must actually vary directly with x and the cost represented by!: must actually
x

vary inversely. In the following example the cost per pound of wire must be the
same for all different sizes of wire (which usually is not true), and the costs of
energy losses must vary inversely with the wire size. A variable rate for electric
energy or the existence of leakage loss and corona loss (such as occur in high-volt-
age transmission lines) interferes with the second assumption. Moreover, the anal-
ysis disregards any possible adverse consequences of voltage drop on the operation
of electrical equipment. A lower limit on wire size may exist because of electrical
code requirements.



Economical Size of an Electrical Conductor

Facts of the Case
The greater the diameter of an electrical conductor, the less the energy loss that will
take place in it. (Power loss in watts is J2R, where I = current in amperes and
R = resistance in ohms. This may be converted to kilowatts by dividing by 1,000.
Power loss in kw multiplied by the number of hours it occurs in a given period will
give energy loss in kw-hr.) Thus, an increased investment in conductor metal will
save an operating expense for electrical energy.



Assume that a conductor is to be selected to carry 50 amperes for 4,200 hours
per year, with the cost of wire at $1.75 per pound and electrical energy purchased
at 5.5 cents per kw-hr. The life is estimated as 25 years with zero salvage value. The
minimum attractive rate of return before income taxes is 14%, and average annual
property taxes are estimated at 1.75% of first cost. These charges proportional to
investment-namely, capital recovery cost of 14.55% and property taxes of
1.75%-are lumped together as investment charges of 16.3%.

The cross-sectional area of a copper conductor is expressed in circular mils, the
weight of the conductor is directly proportional to the cross-sectional area, and the
resistance to the flow of current is inversely proportional to the area. Therefore, let
x represent the cross-sectional ar:e'a in circular mils, and x. represent the most
economical size for the stated conditions. The resistance, R, for a conductor of 1,000
ft in length and 1 circular mil in cross-sectional area is approximately 10,580 ohms
at 25°C, and the same conductor will weigh approximately 0.00302 lb.

The investment in the conductor will be



The investment in the conductor will be

$1.75(0.00302)%

The annual cost will be $1.75(O.OO302)(O.163)x. Let

$1.75(0.00302)(0.163) = a - $0.000861

The annual cost of power loss is

[2R(4,200)($0.055)
1,000

but

R = 10,580/%

Therefore, the cost of power loss is

(502)(4,200)($0.055)( 1 0 ,580)

1,000%













362 TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES

TABLE 14-1
United States Consumer Price Index, 1913-1987

Year CPI Year CPI Year CPI

1913 9.9 1938 14.1 1963 30.6
1914 10.0 1939 13.9 1964 31.0
1915 10.1 1940 14.0 1965 31.5
1916 10.9 1941 14.7 1966 32.4
1917 12.8 1942 16.3 1967 33.4
1918 15.1 1943 17.3 1968 34.8
1919 17.3 1944 17.6 1969 36.7
1920 20.0 1945 18.0 1970 38.8
1921 17.9 1946 19.5 1971 40.5
1922 16.8 1947 22.3 1972 41.8
1923 17.1 1948 24.1 1973 44.4
1924 17.1 1949 23.8 1974 49.3
1925 17.5 1950 24.1 1975 53.8
1926 16.7 1951 26.0 1976 56.9
1927 17.4 1952 26.5 1977 60.6
1928 17.1 1953 26.7 1978 65.2
1929 17.1 1954 26.9 1979 72.6
1930 16.7 1955 26.8 1980 82.5
1931 15.2 1956 27.2 1981 90.9
1932 13.7 1957 28.1 1982 96.5
1933 13.0 1958 28.9 1983 99.6
1934 13.4 1959 29.1 1984 103.9
1935 13.7 1960 29.6 1985 107.6
1936 13.9 1961 29.9 1986 109.6
1937 14.4 1962 30.2 1987 113.6









Probability of
Capacity Overtopping in

First Cost cu ft/sec Any One Year
A. Single culvert $162,000 300 0.20

10 X 4 ft
B. Double culvert $210,000 400 0.10

8 X 4 ft
C. Double culvert $250,000 500 0.04

10 X 4 ft
D. Triple culvert $310,000 600 0.02

8 X 4 ft

Which design gives the lowest sum of the annual cost of capital recovery of the
investment and the expected value of the annual damage from overtopping?
Assume an i* of 10%. Assume culverts will have lives of 50 years with zero salvage

value.





"American society experienced a virtual explosion in Government
regulation during the past decades. Between 1970 and 1979, ex-
penditures for the major regulatory agencies quadrupled, the
number of pages published annually in the Federal Register
nearly tripled and the number of pages in the Code of Federal
Regulations increased by nearly two-thirds.

"The result has been higher prices, higher unemployment
and lower productivity growth. Over-regulation causes small and
independent businessmen and women, as well as large businesses,
to defer or terminate plans for expansion and, since they are
responsible for most of our new jobs, those jobs aren't created.

"We have no intention of dismantling the regulatory
agencies-especially those necessary to protect the environment
and to assure public health and safety. However, we must come to
grips with inefficient and burdensome regulations-eliminate
those we can and reform those we must keep. "1



How Large Is the Cost of Regulation

Previously we noted the difficulty of estimating benefits to be derived from compli-
ance with specific regulations. On a nationwide basis it is almost as difficult to
estimate the costs to the citizens. Every report, document, or record adds to the
clerical and overhead costs of doing business. Huge, almost unbelievable quantities
of paper containing the required information are prepared each month for national,
state, and local governments. Thousands of persons are employed each day in
collecting, analyzing, and preparing data for these documents. Similarly, thousands
of government employees spend their time reviewing these documents, yet this is
only one aspect of the total cost of regulation.

At various times different individuals and agencies have made estimates of the
total cost of regulation. These estimates have varied from $15 to $20 billion to as
much as $100 billion a year. These astronomical numbers illustrate why both
business and government ought to examine very carefully both the costs and
benefits of any specific set of regulations before reaching a decision to impose it.
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